INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION:

PREPARATION:
REMOTE LED DRIVER / POWER SUPPLY ENCLOSURE SHOULD BE MECHANICALLY MOUNTED TO BUILDING STRUCTURE SUCH AS A STUD. PRE-CONSTRUCTED RECESSED CAVITY SHOULD BE A SNUG FIT TO TOP AND BOTH SIDES OF OUTER CHASSIS, UP TO 1/16" CLEARANCE PER SIDE IS ALLOWED. WIRING TYPE AND METHOD OF WIRING THROUGH THE WALL OR CEILING SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL CODES, MOST CURRENT EDITION OF NFPA 70, AND NEC CHAPTER 3 WIRING METHOD.

INSTALLATION:
1- AFTER LED DRIVER ENCLOSURE HAS BEEN SECURELY MOUNTED, BRING BRANCH CIRCUIT SUPPLY POWER FROM A J-BOX TO REMOTE ENCLOSURE AND SPLICE WIRES INSIDE, CONNECT GROUND WIRE TO GROUND STUD ON ENCLOSURE. THEN CONNECT THE OUTPUT WIRES OF LED DRIVER / POWER SUPPLY, POSITIVE SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO RED AND NEGATIVE SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO BLUE OR BLACK, WHICH ARE CARRIED THROUGH WALL OR CEILING WITH THE ABOVE RECOMMENDED METHOD TO MIRROR OR RECESSED LOCATION.

2- BRING OUTER CHASSIS TO MOUNTING LOCATION AND PUT LED DRIVER / POWER SUPPLY WIRES THROUGH THE STRAIN RELIEF ON CHASSIS. INSERT THEM TO THE QUICK DISCONNECT (RED COLOR WIRE IS 12 VDC POSITIVE AND BLACK/BLUE IS 12 VDC NEGATIVE) LED LIGHTS AND DEFOGGER ARE ON THE SAME CIRCUIT. PLEASE NOTE THAT LED DRIVER / POWER SUPPLY IS REMOTE MOUNTED AND IT MUST BE WITH IN 25 FEET FROM THE UNIT.

3- INSTALL OUTER CHASSIS TO RECESSED WALL WITH #8 X 1" SCREWS, USING HOLES ON THE TOP AND BOTH SIDES. THEN APPLY BEAD OF CLEAR SILICON ALL AROUND TO SEAL CHASSIS TO WALL.

4- BRING INNER CHASSIS TO LOCATION AND SECURE QUICK DISCONNECT BY INSERTING TO ONE ANOTHER. TEST LED LIGHT, AND THEN INSERT INNER CHASSIS TO OUTER CHASSIS. MAKE SURE THE MAGNETS ARE ENGAGED AND THE CHASSIS IS SECURE IN PLACE. THEN APPLY BEAD OF CLEAR SILICON ALL AROUND MIRROR. ALLOW SILICON TO CURE COMPLETELY BEFORE USE. REFER TO INSTRUCTIONS ON SILICON TUBE.
**SPECIFICATION:**

Specify the lighted mirror in shower area. The mirror is designed to replace a 12" x 24" tile.

The cable is brought through the chassis knockout. Insert ground wire in grounded connector. Insert low voltage hot and neutral wire into luminaire disconnect. Electrical power should be controlled by a light switch.

Fixture should be mounted to a mechanically sound surface such as wall studs to support its weight. Mounting holes are provided in the chassis.

**POWER REQUIREMENTS:**

REMOTE MOUNTED LED DRIVER MUST STAY WITHIN 25 FEET OF LIGHTED MIRROR. INSTALL IN A DRY LOCATION.

120 V, .33 AMP

**LED SPECIFICATION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Wattage: 33.6</th>
<th>Defogger: 6.25 WATT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 x LED Modules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Rated Life (hrs): 50,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT (K): 3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MOUNTING HOLES TOP & BOTTOM

MOUNTING HOLES LEFT & RIGHT SIDES

OPTIONAL: 4" ROUND J-BOX AT CENTER OF MIRROR PROVIDED BY GC. OR BRING LOW VOLTAGE CABLE TO THIS LOCATION TO GO THROUGH 90° ANGLE Connector.

WALL MOUNTING DETAILS
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